Bmw x5 tail light problem

BMW X5 owners have reported 18 problems related to brake light under the exterior lighting
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Brake lights are failing causing a
major safety issue. This vehicle has been serviced by the BMW dealership many many times,
but the service bulletin was never mentioned or executed. Warning lights appear on the dash issue is present both moving and stationary. See all problems of the BMW X5. My X5 with miles
recently indicated a burnt out brake light. While replacing the light, I found the rear upper right
brake light was burnt out, the taillight itself is melted, and the socket is severely melted and
scorched. I am afraid this could be a fire hazard and was surprised to learn there is not an
outstanding recall on the taillights for this vehicle. The contact owns a BMW X5. The contact
stated that the while driving the vehicle, the rear drivers side brake light failed. The vehicle was
taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed that the rear driver side brake light needed to be
replaced. Two weeks later the rear passenger side brake light failed. The failure was not
diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was
, The contact stated that a warning light on the instrument panel indicated the rear drivers side
brake light had malfunctioned. After removing the brake light assembly it was discovered that
the bulb housing had melted and was damaged. The vehicle was taken to the local BMW dealer
BMW of las vegas who diagnosed that the entire brake light assembly would need to be
replaced. The cause of the failure was not determined. The contact was also informed that the
rear passenger side brake light that also experienced the same failure. The manufacturer was
notified of the failures but no assistance was offered. The failure mileage was 98, While driving
at an unknown speed, another driver alerted the contact that the rear passenger side brake light
failed to operate. The contact mentioned that the failure occurred without warning. The vehicle
was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure
mileage was unknown. The "check brake light" warning light came on. It continued to persist
even after I replaced the bulb. This has happened before to both brake lights driver and
passenger sides. I replaced both taillight assemblies 6 months ago to solve the problem. The
occurrence of the problem is an indication of a design flaw and not due to poor maintenance. In
searching the internet there seems to be a large number of X5 owners have experienced the
same issue. Please help with making ibm recall and fix this issue. Thank you, eric tran. I had the
light bulb sensor illuminate in my car. I brought the car to the local BMW dealer for light bulb
replacement. The rear parking brake lenses are fused to the parking brake light bulbs. The light
bulb can not be removed. There is a possibility of this lens catching on fire there are marks on
the lens cover that shows this. I spoke to BMW north America and they would not replace. This
is a safety issue it could catch on fire. I can not replace the bulb without replacing both lenses.
My car will now not pass inspection in my state due to this issue. My passenger side light keeps
burning out causing my brake light not to work. When I went home my husband found out the
socket that holds the light was burnt. There are many X5 owners with this problem, this could
be very dangerous. There should be a recall for these vehicles with these unsafe recurring
problems!!. The contact stated that the rear driver's side brake light malfunctioned. The bulb
holder had turned black and was slightly melted. The vehicle was taken to the dealer but was
not inspected. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware of the issue.
The approximate failure mileage was 52, My brake lights were out. BMW has indicated that both
sockets have melted to the point that they can't remove anything without breaking things. I did
some research online and found that people have had this same thing and fires have started.
Worth investigating!. A brake lamp malfunction light came on the dash board for, at first the left
brake light, then later the right brake light. I opened the panel to replace the bulbs only to find
that in both sides, the brake light housings were melted because the bulbs were so hot. The
taillight housing were burned black and melted. This was less than an inches from the electrical
wiring. I was surprised there wasn't a fire inside both panels. As goodwill, and to retain my
loyalty, BMW of alexandria replaced both at no charge. Customers should check to ensure this
is not happening in their car before it is too late. Resistance in the electrical contacts on rear
brake light is causing my brake light to intermittent stop working. The contact stated that both
brake lights failed to illuminate when the brake pedal was depressed. The vehicle was taken to
the dealer where both brake light bulbs and holders were replaced; however, the failure
recurred. The vehicle was taken back to the dealer where the technician stated that there was a
short within the brake light system and both wiring harnesses needed to be replaced. The
failure mileage was 40, The contact stated that the exterior brake lights were inoperable. The
dealer diagnosed that there was an electrical defect. The manufacturer was notified of the
failure but denied any assistance with repairs to the vehicle. The vehicle was repaired. The
failure mileage was 51, and the current mileage was 55, Takata recall my brake light comes on
telling me that they do not work. But some times they are still working and some times there are
not! Then it's starts all over again. The brake lights are intermittently inoperable. Changed bulbs

with same results. The contact stated that the rear brake lights did not work. The dealer stated
that the lamp shorted and the wires were burned. Shortly after the repair, the rear passenger
side lamp failed. The failure mileage was 68, and current mileage was 72, Consumer called
complaining about rear brake lights staying on all the time. Brake lights would stay on ,and
consumer was almost rear ended three times. Manufacturer was contacted, and stated that they
could not find the cause of problem, but will still try to find it. Car Problems. Tail Light Switch
problems. Exterior Lighting problems. Headlights problems. Turn Signal problems. Tail Light
problems. Headlight Switch problems. Hazard Flashing Warning Light problems. BMW X5
owners have reported 15 problems related to tail light switch under the exterior lighting
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of BMW X5 based on all problems reported for the X5. Was
driving home and my dash lights started to flash on and off after I shut the car off my and pulled
the keys out my left rear tail light stayed on the next morning my battery was dead. So I pulled
the battery and charged it now when I connect the battery all my lights flash randomly with no
key in it. I have not driven the car for 3 months it is not safe and the nearest BMW servies is 40
miles away. I have a recall for the air bag , but not taking a chance on driving it to get fixed. See
all problems of the BMW X5. Complaint sent. Rear passenger tail lamp bulbs housing is burnt
and melted not allowing bulb to be replaced causing a safety hazard from fire as well as not
having appropriate signaling. I have attempted to replace with a recycled part and each has
arrived with the same burnt housing unit. This is clearly a safety issue. I have additionally
googled problems with the turning signal and this is seen as a continued problem with these tail
lights. Read more I opened the drivers side panel to replace the bulbs but found that the drivers
side brake light housing was burned and melted and needed to be replaced. After looking over
other lightening complaints, it seems as though this is a common issue with the BMW X5 and a
potential fire hazard. This should be addressed by BMW before there are any fires as a result of
the defective tail light housing. Tail lights do not light while auto is in drive on city street or
highway and vehicle is in motion. This makes the car difficult to see at night from the rear.
Headlights, backup lights, and break lights work correctly. There is no computer notification or
other indicator inside the vehicle to indicate that the tail lights have failed. I took my vehicle in
to BMW service department because I was having problems with my vehicle dry starting didn't
want to start as if it was out of gas. Service guy informed me after he ran a diagnostic check
that it was my battery. I was flabbergasted, because that didn't sound of a dead battery. I paid
new battery and diagnostic check and he assured he ran it again with the new battery and no
codes was shown again. Before I even got into my vehicle the transport guy notice a light on.
Service guy checked it out and finds out rear light needs to be replaced, wait a few. Calls me in
the back and says we have a big problem, the right tail light wiring harness has burnt and
melted the socket and the whole assembly, which will now cost to repair. My husband takes a
look at the left side, and it's worst then the right side, which means both sides needs to be
repaired. This is a huge safety issue because it could lead to a fire hazard and the owner would
bot even know it. The service guy said he ran a check before and after the replacement of the
new battery all within 24hrs, and it didn't it catch this huge safety issue that has been going on
in my vehicle, which is naked to the eye unless someone opens up those departments and look
with a flash light. Please be aware and lets get this resolved. A brake lamp malfunction light
came on the dash board for the right tail light, the mechanic opened the panel to replace the
bulbs but found that the brake light housing was burned and melted and needed to be replaced.
I had a friend check to confirm the brake lights could still be seen before driving off. I was able
to take the sav to the BMW dealer on October 22, The dealer states "both rear tail light lenses
assemblies require replacement. The brake light bulbs contacts burned, melting lenses causing
intermittently brake lights inoperable. I called Bmwusa regarding this, however, there was no
record of a recall for my sav. I asked about the recall for , model year i, i, i, and m5 passenger
cars manufactured from March 1, - December 31, that was expected to begin during October
since the X5 is based off of the 5 series but I was told again, there was no recall for my sav. This
issue reduces the ability to warn other motorists of my intentions braking, turn signal, reversing
, increasing the risk of a crash. I believe the dealer should replace the rear lamp bulb carriers
free of charge. My right tail light keeps burning out causing my brake light not to work. I didnt
know this until I was stopping at a corner and someone came very close to my rear end, blew
his horn and yelled get your brake lights fixed. When I went home my husband found out the
socket that holds the light was burnt. We bought another 1, days later it happened again. We
kept replacing the socket until one day I research only to find that this is an ongoing problem
with these SUV's that is very costly to fix. I am scared that it will cause an accident and my
children are always with me. My notification for the bad light never came on until after the fact,
now its on constantly even after replacing the unit. There are many X5 owners with this

problem, this could be very dangerous. There should be a recall for these vehicles with these
reoccurring problems!!. The rear tail lights get water leaks and corrosion and won't work. They
need to be replaced. This happened on both the passenger and driver side lights. The X5
displayed a digital message on the dash front panel stating: "left brake light malfunction". I
removed the panel where the back tail lights are located and found that the driver's brake light
plastic carrier, where the bulb sits, was burnt brown, melted and cracked open. I then
proceeded to check the passenger side and to my surprise, I found that the same exact
circumstance had happened. I believe the bulb is too hot and too close to the plastic carrier,
causing the melting. In my opinion, on top of maybe causing an accident due the malfunction of
the brake lights, it is an electrical issue, that in the worst case scenario can cause a fire. I
believe this matter should be investigated by the agency. I called BMW ag, manufacturers and
they replied that they don't have a recall for this vehicle with this specific problem. Within the
bulb carrier, the electrical contacts may be susceptible to corrosion due to aging and
environmental influences. I took the i to the dealership today and both tail lights bulb carriers
were replaced, due to the recall notice I received, so it was fixed to standards. I took 8 very clear
pictures of the melted plastic bulb carrier of the X5, , I can send you if needed, to back up my
complaint. The left rear tail light continues to work intermittently. The 'check brake, check rear
light' warning illuminates even after bulbs have been replaced. I have replaced the bulbs
numerous times, with the most recent being a few days ago. Yet, the warning message
reappeared this evening. The contact owns a BMW X5. The contact stated that upon starting the
vehicle, a warning light would illuminate on the instrument panel, indicating that the tail lights
were not functioning. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer and the contact was
informed that the rear passenger side tail light housing was burned. The vehicle was repaired.
The manufacturer was made aware of the failure and offered no assistance. The failure mileage
was , Tail lights assembly sockets on both sides burns and melts easily causing bulbs to die.
The right rear brake light bulb shorts out. To repair - the metal assembly needs to be bent
outward direction away from tail light lens to increase tension between bulb socket electrical
connections and metal plate of tail light assembly. Problem seems to be caused by weakened
plastic that causes the metal plate in tail light assemble to loosen creating inadequate back
spring tension between the plate and socket connectors. Recall on BMW 3 series for: no. The
tail light assemblies brake lights and running lights has failed on this vehicle three times the left
assembly and once on the right. All failures were due to corrosion vehicle has never been in an
accident. The left assembly failed in November at approximately 42, miles and again in March at
approximately , miles. The right assembly faild in February at approximately 68, miles. These
failueres are not light bulbs that burnt out but complete failure of the housing that holds the
light bulbs. The problem is intermitent. When the dashboard messge indicates "check brake
lights" or "check rear lights" and I do the lights appear to work fine all ligts on when switched
on or when brakes applied. Message gos off and may stay off for several days and then returns
and lights up with every application of the brakes. There are several similar cars in use and all
of them have experienced the same problem with the tail light assemblies. Car Problems. Brake
Light problems. Exterior Lighting problems. Headlights problems. Turn Signal problems. Tail
Light problems. Headlight Switch problems. Hazard Flashing Warning Light problems. As LED
lighting continues to improve and grow in popularity, more and more manufacturers are
utilizing them in larger scale products such as household appliances and cars. Unfortunately,
many manufacturers take shortcuts when designing these parts, using poorly designed and
built electronic components. Not only do these failed parts damage the reputation of LED
lighting but they also create short term problems for the owners as they now must deal with
partially broken products that could be expensive to fix. One of these types of issues has been
identified in BMW models Present. One of these added features was LED lighting within the tail
light assembly. This issue has left many faithful BMW owners frustrated and looking for a
solution. BMW has a good warranty system and if under warranty, BMW will replace the whole
tail light assemblyâ€¦unfortunately there is a design flaw within the tail light system that will
cause it to fail just like the first. Follow the below guide to easily fix the BMW tail light by
replacing the constant current driver. Below the guide check out exactly why this issue
happened to understand how to troubleshoot other LED lighting issues. Select wire
connections and a mA output to get the correct model for this replacement. Follow the below
video for the first 4 minutes in order to easily remove the tail light. This is the simple constant
current driver for the LEDs is the issue within the tail light. The inefficient board heats up too
much and causes a weak connection. Some have used the connector by clipping the LDD driver
wires and sliding them into the correct notches of the connector. They then finish it off with hot
glue to make sure the wires do not fall out. Protect the connections you just made with heat
shrink or electrical tape. This will ensure they are solid and nothing disrupts them. Use hot glue

if you kept the connector on to ensure the wires do not disconnect. Place cockeyed where the
Valeo board was originally or hot glue into place as pictured below. Connect the tail light and
test the light before putting it all the way back into place. When you confirm it works put it back
in and your BMW tail light is fixed. Many X3 owners have noticed their tail light assemblies
failing while still under warranty or even later at around 90, miles or so. The tail lights left and
right seem to go out within months of each other or in some cases right around the same time.
The peculiar part about the issue is that some owners said the tail lights became dimmer over
time before they went out completely. Other owners noted that after not driving the vehicle for
some time, the lights would turn on upon startup before dimming and failing after a few minutes
of use. This usually signals some sort of problem within the circuit, whether it be with a poor
connection or heat issue causing the LEDs to dim and then fail. Cars under warranty still would
be covered but the issue would just come back up down the line as the replacements were the
same factory built tail light assemblies. Finding a cheaper fix for this issue became a priority.
LEDs need a constant current source which should be built into any application that utilizes
high power LEDs. That is usually the first place that we look when troubleshooting a circuitry
issue. This tail light circuit board has an on-board resistors that limit the current going to the
LEDs. The power from the battery goes through this board before going to the LED tail lights
themselves, making sure a safe, steady current is provided to the LEDs. When troubleshooting
the issue, many discovered that there was a bad dry solder joint on this board. It was believed
that this was the issue and many owners discovered that by adding some solder to this joint
and solidifying the connection with a solder iron solved the issue. All was working well for the
owners until a few months down the road when the X3 tail lights failed a second time. To sum it
up, the overall issue is that this Valeo board is not efficient enough to run in this application.
The heat within the tail light and the heat the board generates itself causes the connection s to
fail and become useless over time. The loose connections obviously cut power to the light
resulting in the failed tail light. By locating the bad component, we know what needs to be
replaced in order to permanently solve this issue. As some discovered, re-soldering the
connections on the board will solve the problem temporarily, but the area will heat up again
over use and cause the circuit board to fail again in no time. To fix the tail light issue for good
the Valeo board needs to be replaced by a more efficient LED driver to go in between the source
power and the LEDs. The solution was found by a very helpful BMW X3 owner. By researching
the Valeo board and finding the value of the resistor, he found that it was just a simple constant
current driver keeping the LEDs at a steady current of mA. Marketing and technology enthusiast
helping pave the way to a more energy efficient society. Living in the beautiful state of Vermont
and working for a company like LEDSupply that is helping provide LED products to save on
energy is a great place to be in accomplishing this. Always exploring and staying active
outdoors while keeping a close eye on different trends and new technologies that could change
the world for the better. LED Optics Optics control the illumination pattern, either diffusing it or
focusing it as your application requires. Carclo Optics 10mm 20mm LED Accessories LED
lighting accessories include seals for coating electronic components, premium adhesives,
switches, battery-holders, wire, power connectors, soldering irons and more. LED Strip Lights L
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inear LED strip lights are ideal for general, task and accent lighting as well as sign or channel
letters, architectural lighting and more. Step 1: Take out the tail light assembly Follow the below
video for the first 4 minutes in order to easily remove the tail light. This is for dimming and is
not needed. Step 5: Protect Wire Connections Protect the connections you just made with heat
shrink or electrical tape. Step 7: Put Tail Light Back into Place Connect the tail light and test the
light before putting it all the way back into place. Check out the problem with this tail light and
why the LED tail light failed below. You may also like. Taylor Scully Marketing and technology
enthusiast helping pave the way to a more energy efficient society. View all posts. LEDSupply is
built, owned and operated by a select few, all with technical backgrounds and over years
combined experience in the LED industry. Click here for more about us. Return Policy.
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